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Abstract
This paper deals with the estimation of the unknown distribution of hidden random vari-
ables from the observation of pairwise comparisons between these variables. This problem is
inspired by recent developments on Bradley-Terry models in random environment [5] since this
framework happens to be relevant to predict for instance the issue of a championship from
the observation of a few contests per team [7]. This paper provides three contributions on a
Bayesian nonparametric approach to solve this problem. First, we establish contraction rates of
the posterior distribution. We also propose a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm to approx-
imately sample from this posterior distribution inspired from a recent Bayesian nonparametric
method for hidden Markov models. Finally, the performance of this algorithm are appreciated
by comparing predictions on the issue of a championship based on the actual values of the
teams and those obtained by sampling from the estimated posterior distribution.
1 Introduction
This paper considers a class of models to deal with pairwise comparison of individuals. The outcome
of all the successive comparisons is described by an ordering after all the contestants have met once.
A potentially large number of participants are ranked using scores which aggregate the outcomes
of their meetings. The objective is to predict this ranking when only a small number of pairwise
comparisons has been observed. In generalized Bradley-Terry models, each player i > 1 is associated
with an unknown real parameter Vi characterizing his strength or ability. When contestants i and
j face each other, the outcome of their meeting is a random variable taking values in a discrete set
X . For all x ∈ X , this random variable equals x with probability K(x, Vi, Vj), where the function
K is known. The most famous example of such a function K is the Bradley-Terry model [2, 39] in
which
X = {0, 1}, K(x, Vi, Vj) =
V xi V
1−x
j
Vi + Vj
. (1)
If x = 1, i has beaten j, otherwise, j has beaten i. These models have emerged as key tools
to describe pairwise comparisons and have been applied to chess ranking [20], sports [31], animal
behaviour [36]. The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of the strengths Vi was studied theoret-
ically in [30] when each contestant has faced all the others once. This result has led to interesting
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developments in computational statistics to design efficient algorithms to approximate the MLE
[4, 19]. The assumption that each contestant has faced all the others is restrictive in some appli-
cations and there has been several attempt to weaken it [7, 37]. However, it cannot be completely
relaxed as the MLE only exists in the Bradley-Terry model if there exists a path between each pair
of players in the oriented graph where an edge is drawn from i to j if i has beaten j [39]. When
only a few contests have been observed, it is very likely that the previous condition is not met.
Studying the scores in the American baseball league, [31] introduced a simple model where the
parameters Vi are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with common uniform distribution
on [α, 1] for some parameter α > 0 that has to be estimated. The authors obtained striking results
for the prediction of consecutive-game team winning and losing streaks for instance. This motivated
in [5] the introduction of the Bradley-Terry model in random environment where the function K is
given by (1) and the strengths (Vi)i>1 are assumed i.i.d. with common distribution pi on (0,+∞).
The authors proved in [5] that in the case of general Bradley-Terry models in random environment,
the winner of a championship is the one with maximal strength if and only if the tail of pi is
sufficiently convex. In other words, interesting predictions regarding the outcome of a tournament
can be inferred from pi. This is why [7] considered the problem of estimating the distribution of the
(Vi)i>1 in generalized Bradley-Terry models in random environment, showing that the MLE of this
distribution can be defined even when each player has only been involved in 2 contests. They also
studied the MLE of pi when players meet according to the round-robin scheduling, a widely spread
method employed by tournament schedulers. The cornerstone of the work presented in [7] is that
risk bounds for the MLE of pi follow from the analysis of the likelihood of the following graphical
model [7, Lemma 1].
V¯1
X¯1
V¯2
X¯2
V¯3 V¯n. . .
X¯n
V¯n+1
Figure 1: Graphical model of the nonparametric hidden graph.
The details of the link between the graphical model in Figure 1 and (generalized) Bradley-Terry
models can be found in [7, Section 2]. Roughly speaking, in Figure 1, each V¯i, 1 6 i 6 n+1, gathers
a group (Vj)j∈Gi of contestants in the Bradley-Terry model and each X¯i, 1 6 i 6 n, gathers the
outcomes of meetings between contestants j and k when both belong to Gi or when j ∈ Gi and
k ∈ Gi+1. In this representation, it is shown in [7] that when meetings are scheduled according to
the round-robin algorithm the Markov chain (X¯i, V¯i+1)16i6n is stationary.
The contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows. First, in a Bayesian formulation
of the problem considered in [7], Section 3 provides the first nonparametric posterior concentration
rates for the estimation of the distribution of the hidden variables (Vi)16i6n+1 associated with
the graphical model given in Figure 1. Then, Section 4 introduces an algorithm to simulate this
posterior distribution. In particular, this algorithm allows to compute an estimator of pi and to
observe the actual performance of our estimation strategy. These practical aspects are illustrated
in a simulation study inspired by data from season 2017-2018 of the French Ligue 1 in Section 4.
In the case of i.i.d. observations, posterior concentration rates have been obtained for a large
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class of prior distributions and target densities, see [23, 29] for Gaussian mixtures and [14, 27]
for Beta mixtures. Overviews on recent developments of the nonparametric Bayesian theory can
be found in [28, 16] and the references therein. Posterior concentration rates were established for
partially observed dependent data by [34] following the seminal paper [15]. In [34], the observations
arise from a discrete state space hidden Markov model and minimax posterior concentration rates
are obtained for the finite-dimensional distributions of the observations. In this paper, posterior
concentration rates are obtained for the unknown distribution of latent variables which take values in
a continuous state space. Following the approach of [15] (see also [28]) this requires in particular to
design exponentially consistent tests by using concentration inequalities for Bradley-Terry models.
An important difference with the frequentist analysis performed in [7] is that these inequalities have
to be uniform in pi to bound the power of these tests. The main results given in Section 3 require
therefore a substantial extension of the technical tools used in [7] even if the underlying strategy is
similar.
The Bayesian nonparametric procedure introduced in this paper to sample from the posterior
distribution of pi is inspired by the mixture of Dirichlet processes and the data augmentation
scheme presented in [38]. The algorithm proposed by [38] is a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithm applied for discrete hidden Markov models with conditional distribution specified as a
mixture model in which a base measure is mixed with respect to a Dirichlet process prior (DPP). In
Section 4, we propose a mixture of Dirichlet processes formulation where the unknown distribution
pi is defined as a mixture model where Gaussian distributions are mixed with respect to a DPP. The
joint posterior distribution of the parameters of both the DPP and the hidden variables (Vi)16i6n+1
is sampled from by adapting the block Gibbs sampling mechanism of [38] to our setting. The main
challenge is to sample from the posterior distribution of the states (Vi)16i6n+1. Contrary to the
discrete case setting considered in [38], exact sampling from this distribution is not possible here
and a Sequential Monte Carlo algorithm is used instead. Section 4 presents the performance of the
overall procedure when the Forward Filtering Backward Simulation algorithm proposed by [17] (see
also [8]) to perform this step is used.
The remaining of the paper is divided as follows. Section 2 displays the formal setting of the
paper and Section 3 the main results: posterior concentration rates are established under standard
assumptions on the prior distribution. Examples of priors satisfying these assumptions are also
given. Section 4 presents the numerical experiments. The MCMC algorithm to sample from the
posterior distribution is introduced and an application to a simulated dataset inspired from the
results of the French soccer championship is also discussed.
2 Setting
Let n be a positive integer and (Vi)16i6n+1 denote i.i.d. random variables taking values in a
measurable set (V, B(V)). For all 1 6 i 6 n, the observation Xi takes values in a discrete set
X and conditionally on (Vi)16i6n+1 the random variables (Xi)16i6n are independent. The con-
ditional distribution of Xi given (Vk)16k6n+1 depends on Vi and Vi+1 only and is denoted by
x 7→ K(x, Vi, Vi+1), where K : X × V × V → [0, 1] is known. Let Π be a set of probability measures
on (V, B(V)). For all pi ∈ Π, note that when the probability distribution of each Vi, 1 6 i 6 n+ 1,
is pi, then the joint sequence (Xi, Vi+1)16i6n is a stationary Markov chain with transition kernel
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P : X × V → P(X )⊗B(V) given, for all (x, v) ∈ X × V and all (x′, A) ∈ X ×B(V), by
Ppi(x, v;x
′, A) =
∫
1A(v
′)pi(dv′)K(x′, v, v′) , (2)
where 1A denotes the indicator function of the set A. This Markov chain may be extended to a
stationary process (Xi, Vi+1)i∈Z with the same transition kernel Ppi. In the following, we use the
shorthand notation X = (Xi)i∈Z and V = (Vi)i∈Z. The joint law of this extended joint process is
denoted by Ppi and the associated expectation is written Epi. For all 1 6 i 6 n, and all pi ∈ Π,
Ppi (Xi|V,X1:i−1) = Ppi (Xi|Vi, Vi+1) = K (Xi, Vi, Vi+1) ,
where for any sequence (a`)`∈Z, au:v = (au, . . . , av) if u ≤ v and au:v = ∅ if u > v. These conditional
dependences are represented in the graphical model given in Figure 2. In the Bayesian setting of
V1
X1
V2
X2
V3 Vn. . .
Xn
Vn+1
Figure 2: Graphical model of the nonparametric hidden graph.
this paper, the set of distributions Π is equipped with a sigma-algebra A and a prior distribution
µ. The posterior distribution of any pi ∈ Π given the observations is defined, for all A ∈ A, by
µ (pi ∈ A|X1:n) =
∫ ∏n
i=1 K(Xi, vi, vi+1)1A(pi)pi
⊗n+1(dv1:n+1)µ(dpi)∫ ∏n
i=1 K(Xi, vi, vi+1)pi
⊗n+1(dv1:n+1)µ(dpi)
.
In the following, pi? denotes the true value of the unknown density. This paper focuses on the
frequentist properties of the posterior distribution µ (·|X1:n). The aim is to establish rates at which
the posterior distribution concentrates around pi? for a well suited loss function. In the following,
let γ be a σ-finite distribution on (V, B(V)) and S+ be the set of probability densities with respect
to γ. S+ is equipped with the topology induced by the L1-norm and the corresponding Borel σ-field
is written B(S+).
3 Posterior concentration rates
3.1 Main results
Consider the following assumption.
H1 There exists 0 < ν < 1 such that for all x ∈ X and all v, w ∈ V, K(x, v, w) ≥ ν.
Under H1, the transition kernel of the Markov chain (Vi+1, Xi)i∈Z satisfies, for all i ∈ Z and all
A ∈ B(V),
Ppi(Xi−1, Vi;Xi, A) =
∫
1A(vi+1)pi(dvi+1)K(Xi, Vi, vi+1) > νpi(A) . (3)
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This uniform lower bound ensures that the joint Markov chain (Vi+1, Xi)i∈Z is uniformly ergodic
and that the whole space V × X is a small set. Theorem 3 establishes the posterior concentration
rates under Ppi? , it is derived from two important results.
Following [28] and the references therein, Kullback-Leibler type conditions are first required.
Kullback-Leibler controls are obtained in Proposition 1. For any pi ∈ Π and any x1:n ∈ Xn, let
`n(pi, x1:n) be the loglikelihood of the observations x1:n,
`n(pi, x1:n) = log
(∫ n∏
i=1
K(xi, vi, vi+1)pi
⊗n+1(dv1:n+1)
)
. (4)
Let ‖ · ‖tv be the total variation distance between probability measures: for all pi1, pi2 ∈ Π,
‖pi1 − pi2‖tv = supA∈B(V) |pi1(A)− pi2(A)| .
Proposition 1. Assume that H1 holds. Then, there exists a constant cν > 0 such that for all
distributions pi, pi′ ∈ Π and all n > 1,
Epi [`n(pi,X1:n)− `n(pi′, X1:n)] 6 cν‖pi − pi′‖2tv n (5)
and
Varpi [`n(pi,X1:n)− `n(pi′, X1:n)] 6 cν‖pi − pi′‖2tv log2 (‖pi − pi′‖tv)n . (6)
Proof. The proof is postponed to Section A.1.
To prove the existence of exponentially consistent tests, required in [28] for example, we use the
concentration inequality obained in Proposition 2. Following [11, Proposition 1] (see also [7]), it is
established in Lemma 7 that, under H1, for all pi ∈ Π, there exists a function `pi such that Ppi? -a.s.
and in L1(Ppi?),
1
n
`n(pi,X1:n) −→
n→∞ Lpi?(pi) = Epi? [`pi(X)] . (7)
The quantity `pi(X) is the Ppi? -a.s. limit of the sequence (logPpi(X0|X−`:−1))`>1. For all subset
Π˜ ⊂ Π compact for the topology induced by ‖·‖tv, let N(Π˜, ‖·‖tv , ε) be the minimal number of balls
of radius ε necessary to cover Π˜. For all pi, pi′ ∈ Π and all n > 1, define
∆npi,pi′(X1:n) =
1
n
`n(pi
′, X1:n)− Lpi(pi′) . (8)
Proposition 2. Assume that H1 holds. Then, there exists a constant cν > 0 such that for all
compact subset Π˜ ⊂ Π for the topology induced by ‖·‖tv, all pi ∈ Π˜, all ε > 0 and all t > 0,
Ppi
 sup
pi′,pi′′∈Π˜
∣∣∆npi,pi′(X1:n)−∆npi,pi′′(X1:n)∣∣ > cν
ε+
√
log 2N(Π˜, ‖·‖tv , ε) + t√
n
 6 e−t2 .
Proof. The proof is postponed to Section A.2.
For all ε > 0, define
S?(ε) = {pi : ‖pi − pi?‖tv 6 ε} . (9)
Consider the following assumption.
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H2 - (c1, c2) There exist a sequence (Πn)n>1 of subsets of Π and two sequences (εn)n>1 and
(ε˜n)n>1 such that (nε˜2n)
−1 log2(ε˜n) = o(1), ε˜n ≤ εn satisfying
logN(Πn, ‖·‖tv , εn) ≤ nε2n ,
µ (S?(ε˜n)) > e−c1nε˜
2
n and µ (Πcn) 6 e−c2nε˜
2
n .
As in [7], using that for all pi ∈ Π, pi ∈ Argmax Lpi, define the risk function on Π as
Rpi? : pi 7→ Lpi?(pi?)− Lpi?(pi)
and for all ε > 0 and all constant c¯ > 0,
Bc¯,?(ε) = {pi ∈ Π : Rpi?(pi) 6 c¯ε} .
Under assumption H2, posterior concentraction rates are derived with respect to the risk function
Rpi? .
Theorem 3. Assume that H1 and H2 - (c1, c2) hold for constants c1, c2 > 0 such that c2 > cν + c1
where cν is defined in Proposition 1. For any positive sequence (αn)n>1 such that α−1n = O(e
cαnε˜
2
n)
with 0 < cα < c2 − cν − c1 and any c¯ > 2(1 +
√
2)
(
1 +
√
c2
)
cν ,
Ppi?
(
µ
(
Bcc¯,?(εn)
∣∣X1:n) > αn) = o(1) .
Proof. The proof is postponed to Section A.3.
Theorem 3 establishes convergence rates of the posterior distribution for the Kullback-Leibler
risk Rpi? . The Kullback-Leibler divergence between two probability distributions usually scales as
the square norm between these probabilities, so that a scaling in ε2n could have been expected in
Theorem 3. The reason is that we use the approach of [7] that builds on the analysis of empirical
risk minimizers by Vapnik [33] to bound the risk which results in “slow” rates of convergence of the
estimators. “Fast” rates (see [32] for a discussion on fast and slow rates in learning) in ε2n could be
derived under margin type assumptions [25, 22]. Proving that such margin conditions are satisfied
in our framework is an interesting question that goes beyond the scope of this paper.
3.2 Examples of prior distributions
This section presents classical examples of prior distributions satisfying the assumptions of Theo-
rem 3.
Dirichlet process mixtures of Gaussian distributions Dirichlet process mixtures of Gaus-
sian distributions are commonly used to model densities on R. In [29] and [23], this prior distribution
is used to obtain adaptive posterior concentration rates for i.i.d. observations. Let G denote a prob-
ability measure on R, with positive density on R with respect to the Lebesgue measure and let Πσ
denote a probability measure on (0,+∞). These measures are assumed to satisfy the following tail
assumptions.
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H3 -(κ) There exist (bi)i∈{0,1}, x0 > 0 such that
∀x > x0, 1−G([−x, x]) 6 b0e−b1xb1 ,
∀x < x−10 , Πσ ([0, x]) 6 b0e−b1x
−b1
,
∀x > x0, Πσ ([x,+∞)) 6 b0x−b1 ,
∀s > 0, ∀t ∈ (0, 1), Πσ ((s, s(1 + t))) > b1s−b0tb0e−b0s−κ/2 .
Let a > 0, DP(aG) be the Dirichlet process with base measure aG, φσ be the Gaussian density
function with mean 0 and variance σ on R and assume that under the prior distribution
pi =
∫
φσ(.− µ)dP (µ), (P, σ) ∼ DP(aG)⊗Πσ . (10)
Let β > 0, τ > 0, L a non-negative function on R and let C(β, L, τ) be the class of locally-Ho¨lder
functions with regularity β:
C(β, L, τ) =
{
f : R→ R : ∀(x, y) ∈ R2 ,
∣∣∣f (bβc)(x)− f (bβc)(y)∣∣∣ 6 L(y)eτ |x−y|2 |x− y|β−bβc} ,
where bβc denotes the largest integer smaller than β and, for any integer k, f (k) denotes the k-th
derivative of f . Consider also the following assumption.
H4 -(β, L) There exist positive constants δ, xm, b4, b5 and τ such that
∀k 6 bβc ,
∫ ( |pi(k)? (x)|
pi?(x)
)(2β+δ)/k
pi?(dx) <∞ ,
∫ (
L(x)
pi?(x)
)(2β+δ)/β
pi?(dx) <∞ ,
∀|x| > xm , pi?(x) ≤ b4e−b5|x|τ .
Corollary 4. Let pi? ∈ C(β, L, τ). Assume that H3-(κ) and H4-(β, L) hold with κ > 0 and let
d∗ = max(1, κ). Then, there exist c1, c2 such that the prior distribution µ defined in (10) satisfies
H2- (c1, c2) for every positive constants c1 and c2 with, for all n > 1, all t > t0 > (d∗(1 + τ−1 +
β−1) + 1)/(2 + d∗/β),
εn ∝ n−β/(2β+d∗)(log n)t, ε˜n ∝ n−β/(2β+d∗)(log n)t0 .
Proof. For all n > 1, let αn = α0n2/(2β+d
∗)(log n)−2t/β with α0 > 0 a sufficiently large constant.
By [29, Theorem 4],
µ
({
pi : KL(pi?, pi) 6 α−βn , V2(pi?, pi) 6 α−βn
})
> e−cα1/2n (logαn)(2+β
−1)t
,
where for all p > 0,
KL(pi?, pi) =
∫
pi?(u) log
(
pi?(u)
pi(u)
)
du and Vp(pi?, pi) =
∫
pi?(u)
∣∣∣∣log(pi?(u)pi(u)
)∣∣∣∣p du . (11)
Then, by Pinsker’s inequality, ‖pi? − pi‖tv 6
√
2 KL(pi?, pi)
1/2 and therefore
µ
(
S?(
√
2α−β/2n )
)
> e−cα1/2n (logαn)(2+β
−1)t > e−cnε˜2n ,
where S? is defined by (9). This concludes the proof using [29, Theorem 5].
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Dirichlet process mixtures of Beta distributions Following [27], the posterior concentration
rate established in Theorem 3 may be investigated in the case of mixtures of Beta distributions.
For all α > 0 and all ε ∈ (0, 1), the probability density function of the Beta distribution with mean
ε and scale parameter α is written:
gα,ε : x 7→ x
aα,ε−1(1− x)bα,ε−1
B(aα,ε, bα,ε)
,
where aα,ε = α/(1 − ε), bα,ε = α/ε and for all a, b > 0, B(a, b) = Γ(a)Γ(b)/Γ(a + b), with Γ the
Gamma function. For any probability distribution P on (0, 1) and any α > 0, define the continuous
mixture gα,P by
gα,P =
∫
gα,εP (dε) . (12)
[27] introduces the following prior distribution on density functions pi = gα,P on (0, 1) with a random
mixture distribution P :
(P, α) ∼ DP (ν)⊗ piα , (13)
where pi = gα,P and P =
∑k
j=1 pjδεj . As in [27], assume that:
- η is a probability distribution on (0, 1) such that there exist η , η > 0 and T > 1 satisfying,
for all x ∈ (0, 1),
0 < ηxT (1− x)T 6 η(x) 6 η ;
- the density piα has support [n
t,+∞) for some 0 < t < 1 and for all b1 > 0, there exist
c, c1, c2, c3 > 0 such that for all αn satisfying αnn
−t → +∞,
piα (c1αn < α < c2αn) > ce−b1α
1/2
n and piα (c3αn < α) 6 ce−b1α
1/2
n .
Let β, L > 0 and H(β, L) be the class of Ho¨lder functions with regularity β:
H(β, L) =
{
f : (0, 1)→ R : ∀(x, y) ∈ (0, 1)2 ,
∣∣∣f (bβc)(x)− f (bβc)(y)∣∣∣ 6 L |x− y|β−bβc} .
Consider also the following assumption.
H5 -(β) For all x ∈ (0, 1) pi?(x) > 0 and there exist β, L > 0 and 0 6 k0, k1 < β such that
pi? ∈ H(β, L) , pi(k0)? (0) > 0 , pi(k1)? (1) < 0 .
Corollary 5. Assume that H5-(β) holds with 0 < β 6 t − 1/2. Then, there exist constants c1, c2
such that the prior distribution (13) satisfies H2- (c1, c2) with, for some sufficienty large constant
c0 and all n > 1,
εn = c0n
−β/(2β+1)(log n)5β/(2β+1) , ε˜n = n−β/(2β+1)(log n)5β/(4β+2) .
Proof. In [27], the author analyzed the approximation of the probability density pi? on (0, 1) by a
continuous mixture of the form (12). When pi? is Ho¨lder with regularity β > 0, it is shown in [27,
Theorem 3.1] that for all α > 0 and all p > 1, there exists a probability density piα on (0, 1) such
that KL(pi?, gα,piα) 6 cα−β , Vp(pi?, gα,piα) 6 cα−β and ‖pi? − gα,piα‖∞ 6 α−β/2 where KL and Vp
8
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are defined in (11). If 0 < β 6 2 we may choose piα = pi? and, if β > 2, piα must be different from
pi to obtain the optimal approximation. Therefore, if pi? is Ho¨lder with regularity β > 0, pi? can be
sharply approximated by a continuous mixture of Beta distributions of the form (12). Then, [27]
introduced a discrete mixture approximation of gα,piα of the form gα,Pα where Pα is a probability
distribution with finite support. Using this distribution, it is shown in [27, page 171] that
µ
({
pi : KL(pi?, pi) 6 α−βn , V2(pi?, pi) 6 α−βn
})
> e−cα1/2n (logαn)5/2 ,
for some positive constant c. Then, by Pinsker inequality, ‖pi? − pi‖tv 6
√
2 KL(pi?, pi)
1/2 and
µ
(
S?(
√
2α−β/2n )
)
> e−cN0α1/2n (logαn)5/2 > e−cnε˜2n ,
where ε˜n = α
−β/2
n = ε0n
−β/(2β+1)(log n)5β/(4β+2) and where S? is defined by (9). On the other
hand, [27, proof of theorem 2.2, pages 171 to 173] introduces a sequence of subsets (Πn)n>1 such
that,
µ (Πcn) 6 Cαβne−α
√
αn log(αn)
5/2 6 e−cnε˜2n
and with a log-entropy of Πn in total variation distance lower than nε
2
n.
4 Numerical experiments
4.1 Block Gibbs sampling algorithm
Following [38], a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method can be introduced to solve the
Bayesian nonparametric problem introduced in this paper, i.e. to sample from the posterior dis-
tribution given X1:n. The unknown distribution pi is specified as a mixture model in which some
probability density ϕz is mixed with respect to a discrete probability measure P . Defining the
discrete probability measure P as in [38], the mixture of Dirichlet processes with base measure αQ,
where α is a positive constant and Q a probability distribution, is given by:
(ϑj)j>1 ∼
i.i.d.
Beta(1, α) , (14)
ω1 = ϑ1 and for j > 2 , ωj = ϑj
j−1∏
i=1
(1− ϑi) , (15)
(zj)j>1 ∼
i.i.d.
Q , (16)
(κi, ui)16i6n+1 ∼
i.i.d.
∑
j>1
1ui<ωjδj(κi) , (17)
Vi ∼ ϕzκi for 1 6 i 6 n+ 1 , (18)
The Dirichlet process prior is defined by the stick-breaking weights (ϑj)j>1, the mixture param-
eters (zj)j>1 the allocation variables (κi)16i6n+1 ans some auxiliary variables (ui)16i6n+1. This
representation with auxiliary variables is introduced in [35] and used in [38]. For all 1 6 i 6 n+ 1,
integrating out the random variable ui on (0, 1) leads to the usual marginal distribution for κi:
κi ∼
i.i.d.
∑
j>1
ωjδj ,
9
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and moreover integrating out the random variable κi, marginally
Vi ∼
∑
j>1
ωjϕzj =
∫
ϕz(·)P (dz) ,
where P =
∑
j>1 ωjδj is distributed from a Dirichlet process with base measure αQ. The auxiliary
variables greatly simplifies the expression of the posterior distributions of κi as detailed in (ii) below.
Sampling from the joint posterior distribution of (V1:n+1, u1:n+1, κ1:n+1, z, ϑ) is then performed by
block Gibbs sampling according to the following steps, where z = (zj)j>1 and ϑ = (ϑj)j>1.
(i) The hidden states V1:n+1 are sampled according to their posterior distribution given the
random variables (X1:n, u1:n+1, z, ϑ) with a collapsed step. Note that by integrating out
κ1:n+1, the conditional distribution of (X1:n, V1:n+1) given (u1:n+1, z, ϑ) is given by
pn(V1:n+1, X1:n|u1:n+1, z, ϑ) ∝
n+1∏
i=1
 ∑
j, ui<ωj
ϕzj (Vi)
 n∏
i=1
K(Xi, Vi, Vi+1) .
Therefore, the posterior distribution of V1:n+1 given the random variables (X1:n, u1:n+1, z, ϑ)
is the joint smoothing distribution of V1:n+1 given X1:n when (Vi)16i6n+1 are independent
with Vi ∼
∑
j, ui<ωj
ϕzj for all 1 6 i 6 n + 1. This step cannot be done explicitly as in [38]
where the hidden states are discrete. A Sequential Monte Carlo smoother described below is
used instead.
(ii) For all 1 6 i 6 n+ 1, the posterior distribution of κi given (X1:n, V1:n+1, u1:n+1, ϑ, z) is given
by
κi|X1:n, V1:n+1, u1:n+1, ϑ, z ∼
∑
j, ωj>ui
ϕzj (Vi)δj(κi) .
This expression motivates the use of the auxiliary variables u1:n+1. In the case where
u1:n+1 are not introduced in the model, κi is sampled from its posterior distribution given
(X1:n, κ1:n+1, z, ϑ) which is proportional to
∑
j>1 ωjϕzj (Vi)δj(κi). Due to the infinite sum,
this distribution has an intractable normalizing constant so that sampling κi without the
auxiliary variable ui is challenging.
(iii) (ϑ, u1:n+1) are sampled according to their posterior distribution given (κ1:n+1, X1:n, V1:n+1, z).
As detailed in [38], (ϑj)j>1 are updated according to their distribution given (κ1:n+1, X1:n, V1:n+1, z):
ϑj |κ1:n+1, X1:n, V1:n+1, z ∼
ind.
Be
(
mj + 1, n+ 1−
j∑
`=1
m` + α
)
,
where mj = Card({1 6 i 6 n + 1 ; ki = j}). Then, the random variables (ui)16i6n+1 are
conditionally independent given (κ1:n+1, α,X1:n, V1:n+1, z, ϑ) and such that ui ∼ U(0, ωki).
(iv) z are sampled according to their posterior distribution given (X1:n, κ1:n, V1:n+1, u1:n+1, ϑ).
This posterior distribution is given, for all j > 1 by
zj |X1:n, κ1:n, V1:n+1, u1:n+1, ϑ ∼
ind.
Q(zj)
n+1∏
i=1, κi=j
ϕzj (Vi) .
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Following [38, Section 4.2.2], the probability density function ϕz is set as a Gaussian probability
density with mean µ and variance 1/λ where z = (µ, λ). The distribution Q is chosen as Q =
N (0, 1)⊗Gamma(1, 1), a standard Gaussian distribution for µ which is independent of the precision
parameter λ distributed according to a Gamma(1, 1).
Sequential Monte Carlo smoother for step (i)
A Sequential Monte Carlo smoother is used to sample the hidden states V1:n+1 according to their
posterior distribution given the random variables (X1:n, u1:n, z, ϑ). This is the joint smoothing dis-
tribution of V1:n+1 given X1:n when marginally (Vi)16i6n+1 are independent with Vi ∼
∑
j, ui<ωj
ϕzj
for all 1 6 i 6 n+ 1.
Particle filtering Particle filtering algorithms are simulation based procedures used to approxi-
mate recursively the distributions φk of Vk given X1:k−1 for k = 1 to k = n+ 1:
φk[h] = E [h(Vk)|X1:k−1] .
The auxiliary particle filter of [24, 26] is the most widely used particle filtering method and is a
generalization of other approaches such as the algorithms proposed in [18] and [21]. The auxiliary
particle filter produces recursively a set of states (ξ`k)
M
`=1 associated with importance weights (ω
`
k)
M
`=1
using importance sampling and resampling steps. At k = 1, (ξ`1)
M
`=1 are sampled independently from
ϕzκ1 and each particle ξ
`
1 is associated with the standard importance sampling weight ω
`
1 = 1/M .
For any bounded and measurable function h defined on X, the expectation φ1[h] is approximated
by a self normalized importance sampling estimator:
φM1 [h] = M
−1
M∑
`=1
h
(
ξ`1
)
.
Then, using {(ξ`k−1, ω`k−1)}M`=1, the auxiliary particle filter of [24, 26] samples pairs {(I`k, ξ`k)}M`=1 of
superscripts and particles from the instrumental distribution:
pik(`, x) ∝ ω`k−1ρk(ξ`k−1)pk(ξ`k−1, x)
defined on {1, . . . ,M} × V, where (ρk(ξ`k−1))M`=1 are adjustment multiplier weights and pk is a
transition density chosen by the user. In the definition of pik, the weights ω
`
k−1ρk(ξ
`
k−1), 1 6 ` 6M ,
are used to duplicate promising particles or discard particles with low importance weights at the
previous time step. For ` ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, ξ`k is associated with the following importance weight:
ω`k =
(∑
j, uk<ωj
ϕzj (ξ
`
k)
)
K(Xk, ξ
I`k
k−1, ξ
`
k)
ρk(ξ`k−1)pk(ξ
I`k
k−1, ξ
`
k)
. (19)
Particle smoothing The Forward Filtering Backward Simulation (FFBSi) algorithm proposed
by [17] (see also [6, 8, 13] for its convergence properties and [12] for its computational efficiency)
samples backward trajectories from time n + 1 to time 1 among all the Mn+2 trajectories which
can be built using the particles ξ`k, with 1 6 ` 6M and 1 6 k 6 n+ 1. Each trajectory is sampled
according to the following steps:
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- At time k = n + 1, sample Jn+1 ∈ {1 . . . ,M} with probabilities proportional to ω`n+1, for
` ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.
- For k = n to k = 0, define for all 1 6 ` 6M ,
ΛMk (Jk+1, `) =
ω`kK(Xk, ξ
`
k, ξ
Jk+1
k+1 )∑M
j=1 ω
j
kK(Xk, ξ
j
k, ξ
Jk+1
k+1 )
, 1 6 ` 6M . (20)
Then, Jk is sampled in {1 . . . ,M} with probabilities ΛMk (Jk+1, `), 1 6 ` 6M .
These sampling steps produced a trajectory (ξJ10 , . . . , ξ
Jn+1
n+1 ) approximately distributed according
to the target joint smoothing distribution. The computational complexity of the FFBSi algorithm
grows with M2 due to the normalizing constant of ΛMk , 1 6 k 6 n. In the context of this paper, K
is upper bounded by 1 and the acceptance rejection mechanism introduced in [8] to implement the
FFBSi algorithm with a complexity which grows linearly with M can be used. In this case, at each
time step 1 6 k 6 n, the new index Jk is sampled in {1, . . . ,M} with probabilities proportional to
(ω`k)
M
`=1 and accepted with probability K(Xk, ξ
Jk
k , ξ
Jk+1
k+1 ).
4.2 Application to soccer results
The algorithm introduced in Section 4.1 is used in this section to estimate the distribution of
French soccer teams abilities. Using the outcomes (wins, losses, ties) of the first 30 games during
the season 2017-2018, the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm for generalized Bradley Terry
model with home advantage and ties described in [4] is run to estimate the abilities of the 20 teams
with X = {−1, 0, 1} and the distribution
K(1, vi, vj) =
αevi
αevi + θevj
and K(0, vi, vj) =
(θ2 − 1)αevievj
(αevi + θevj )(θαevi + evj )
. (21)
The parameters α, characterizing the home advantage (vi is the home team), and θ, associated
with ties, are also estimated with the EM algorithm. The estimates (vˆi)16i620, αˆ and θˆ are set as
the estimates produced by the algorithm btemhometies1, see Figure 3. The (supposedly) unknown
target density pi? for the Block Gibbs sampling algorithm is then defined as kernel density estimate
of the strengths (rescaled around zero) (vˆi)16i620 obtained with the function ksdensity of Matlab,
see Figure 3.
Then n = 3000 observations are sampled by first sampling independently (Vi)16i6n+1 distributed
according to this target density and the observation model (21) with αˆ and θˆ. The initial estimate
of the Block Gibbs sampling algorithm is set as a mixture of two Gaussian distributions N (µ1, σ21)
and N (µ2, σ22) with µ1 and µ2 independent with distribution N (0, 1) and σ−21 and σ−22 independent
with distribution Gamma(1, 1). The weight of the first Gaussian distribution is distributed as a
Beta(1, α) random variable with α = 1.
The Sequential Monte Carlo smoother is set as a standard Bootstrap filter i.e. at each time step
1 6 k 6 n+1, ρk = 1 and pk(x, x′) =
∑
j ,,uk<ωj
ϕzj (x
′). The number of particles is set to M = 100
and 6500 iterations of the Block Gibbs sampling algorithm are performed. The first 5000 samples
are discarded as a burn-in period and the estimate of pi? is set as the average over the last 1500
1http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/∼caron/code/bayesbt/index.html
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Figure 3: Results of the EM algorithm btemhometies with 2017-2018 Ligue 1 results.
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Figure 4: Density estimates from the Block Gibbs sampler.
samples produced by the Block Gibbs Sampler, see Figure 4. By (21), the law of the observations
only depends on (eVi)16i6n+1, therefore pi? can only be identified up to a translation on R. Such a
translation is displayed in Figure 4 to highlight that the Block Gibbs Sampler recovers mainly the
shape of pi?.
In Figure 5 and Figure 6 1000 championships are sampled independently using for each run 20
parameters sampled with the estimated density obtained with the Block Gibbs Sampler to produce
boxplots of the scores at the end of the championship. These results are compared to the scores of
1000 championships run with the parameter estimates provided by btemhometies in Figure 5 and
with parameters sampled from the target density in Figure 6.
A Proof of Theorem 3
A.1 Proof of Proposition 1
Note first that
Epi [logPpi(X1:n)− logPpi′(X1:n)] =
n∑
i=1
Epi
[
log
(
Ppi(Xi|X1:i−1)
Ppi′(Xi|X1:i−1)
)]
,
=
n∑
i=1
Epi
[∑
xi∈X
Ppi(Xi = xi|X1:i−1) log
(
Ppi(Xi = xi|X1:i−1)
Ppi′(Xi = xi|X1:i−1)
)]
.
The inner term of the expectation may be upper bounded using that for two probability distributions
p and q on X , ∑
x∈X
p(x) log
(
p(x)
q(x)
)
6
∑
x∈X
p(x)
p(x)− q(x)
q(x)
=
∑
x∈X
(p(x)− q(x))2
q(x)
.
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Figure 5: Estimated scores at the end of the championship with btemhometies parameter estimates:
median (dotted line) and first and last deciles (grey area). Boxplots of the scores obtained with the
Block Gibbs Sampler.
Figure 6: Estimated scores at the end of the championship with parameter sampled with the target
distribution: median (dotted line) and first and last deciles (grey area). Boxplots of the scores
obtained with the Block Gibbs Sampler.
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Then, by Lemma 8,∑
xi∈X
Ppi(Xi = xi|X1:i−1) log
(
Ppi(Xi = xi|X1:i−1)
Ppi′(Xi = xi|X1:i−1)
)
6
∑
xi
(Ppi(Xi = xi|X1:i−1)− Ppi′(Xi = xi|X1:i−1))2
Ppi′(Xi = xi|X1:i−1) ,
6 4|X |ν−5(2 + ν−1)2‖pi − pi′‖2tv ,
which concludes the proof of (5). By [34, Equation (32)],
Varpi [logPpi(X1:n)− logPpi′(X1:n)]
6 4
∑
16i6n
Epi
[
Z2i
]
+ 4
∑
16i<j6n
Epi
[
Z2j
]1/2 Epi [(Epi [Zj |X1:i−1]− Epi [Zj ])2]1/2 , (22)
where, for all i > 1, Zi = logPpi(Xi|X1:i−1)− logPpi′(Xi|X1:i−1). Following [9], (22) can be upper
bounded using the extended Markov chain defined, for all 1 6 i 6 n, by
Ri = (Vi+1, Xi, η
pi
i , η
pi?
i ) , (23)
where, for all i > 1, ηpii is the predictive filter at time i when the law of the hidden states is pi:
ηpi1 = pi and for i > 2,
ηpii : A 7→ Ppi (Vi ∈ A|X1:i−1) .
Define the function h, for all r = (v, x, η, η?) ∈ X × V × S+ × S+, by:
h(r) = log
(∫
pi?(dvp+1)η?(dvp)K(vp, vp+1, x)∫
pi(dvp+1)η(dvp)K(vp, vp+1, x)
)
. (24)
Then, for all i ≥ 1,
h(Ri) = logPpi? (Xi|X1:i−1)− logPpi (Xi|X1:i−1) = Zi
and for all 1 6 i < j 6 n,
|Epi [Zj |X1:i−1]− Epi [Zj ]| = |Epi [h(Rj)|X1:i−1]− Epi [h(Rj)]| .
Let Φ be defined for any pi ∈ Π, x ∈ X and probability distribution η on V by:
Φ(x, η;pi) : A 7→
∫
1A(z)pi(dz)η(dz
′)K(z′, z, x)∫
pi(dz)η(dz′)K(z′, z, x)
.
For all i > 2, the predictive filter at time i may be expressed as:
ηpii = Φ(Xi−1, η
pi
i−1;pi) . (25)
The transition kernel of the extended chain is given, for all (x, v, η, η?) ∈ V × X × S+ × S+ and all
B(V)× P(X )×B(S+)×B(S+), by
Qpi(v, x, η, η?, AV , AX , B1, B2)
=
∑
x′∈X
∫
pi(dv′)K(v, v′, x′)1AX (x
′)1AV (v
′)1B1(Φ(x, η;pi))1B2(Φ(x, η?;pi?)) . (26)
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For all p > 1, the p - th iterate of Qpi is denoted by Qppi. For all 1 6 i < j 6 n, using Lemma 10,
|Epi [Zj |X1:i−1]− Epi [Zj ]| 6
∫ ∣∣∣∣Qj−ipi h(r)−Qj−ipi h(r˜)∣∣∣∣ ppi (dri|X1:i−1) ppi (dr˜i) ,
6 6ν−1(1− ν)j−i−2 . (27)
On the other hand, by Lemma 8, for all 1 6 j 6 n,
Epi
[
Z2j
]
6 4ν−6(2 + ν−1)2‖pi − pi′‖2tv , (28)
so that for all 0 < β < 1, using (22), (27) and (28),
Varpi [logPpi(X1:n)− logPpi′(X1:n)]
6 cν
∑
16i6n
Epi
[
Z2i
]
+ cν
∑
16i<j6n
√
Epi
[
Z2j
]√|Epi [Zj |X1:i−1]− Epi [Zj ]|β Epi [Z2j ]1−β/2 ,
6 cνβ−2‖pi − pi′‖2−β/2tv n ,
where cν is a constant which depends on ν only. The proof is completed by noting that the best
upper bound is obtained for β = −4/ log(‖pi − pi′‖tv).
A.2 Proof of Proposition 2
For all pi, pi′, pi′′ ∈ Π˜, by (8),
∆npi,pi′(X1:n)−∆npi,pi′′(X1:n) =
1
n
`n(pi
′, X1:n)− 1
n
`n(pi
′′, X1:n)− Lpi(pi′) + Lpi(pi′′) ,
=
1
n
`n(pi
′, X1:n)− Epi
[
1
n
`n(pi
′, X1:n)
]
+ Epi
[
1
n
`n(pi
′, X1:n)
]
− Lpi(pi′)
− 1
n
`n(pi
′′, X1:n) + Epi
[
1
n
`n(pi
′′, X1:n)
]
− Epi
[
1
n
`n(pi
′′, X1:n)
]
+ Lpi(pi
′′) .
Note first that by Lemma 7, for all pi ∈ Π˜,
sup
pi′∈Π˜
∣∣∣∣Epi [ 1n`n(pi′, X1:n)
]
− Lpi(pi′)
∣∣∣∣ 6 1nν2 .
Therefore, for all pi ∈ Π˜,
sup
pi′,pi′′∈Π˜
∣∣∆npi,pi′(X1:n)−∆npi,pi′′(X1:n)∣∣ 6 2nν2 + 2Gnpi(X1:n) , (29)
where
Gnpi(X1:n) = sup
pi′∈Π˜
∣∣Znpi,pi′(X1:n)∣∣ , Znpi,pi′(X1:n) = n−1`n(pi′, X1:n)− n−1Epi [`n(pi′, X1:n)] .
Gnpi is a function of the Markov chain (Xi, Vi+1)16i6n whose transition kernel Ppi is uniformly lower
bounded by (3). By Corollary 12, it is enough to obtain a bounded difference inequality to establish
a concentration inequality for Gnpi. For all 1 6 k 6 n and all x1:n ∈ Xn define x˜(k) ∈ Xn such that
x˜
(k)
k 6= xk and for all j 6= k , x˜(k)j = xj . (30)
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Note that, for any pi′ ∈ Π˜,∣∣∣Znpi,pi′(x1:n)− Znpi,pi′(x˜(k)1:n)∣∣∣ 6 n−1 ∣∣∣`n(pi′, x1:n)− `n(pi′, x˜(k)1:n)∣∣∣ ,
6 n−1
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣logPpi′(xi|x1:i−1)− logPpi′(x˜(k)i |x˜(k)1:i−1)∣∣∣ ,
6 n−1
n∑
i=k
∣∣∣logPpi′(xi|x1:i−1)− logPpi′(x˜(k)i |x˜(k)1:i−1)∣∣∣ ,
as for 1 6 i 6 k − 1, xi = x˜(k)i . In the case i = k,
|Ppi′(xi|x1:i−1)− Ppi′(x˜(k)i |x˜(k)1:i−1)| = |Ppi′(xk|x1:k−1)− Ppi′(x˜(k)k |x1:k−1)| 6 1 ,
so that | logPpi′(xi|x1:i−1)− logPpi′(x˜(k)i |x˜(k)1:i−1)| 6 ν−1. For all k + 1 6 i 6 n, by Lemma 6,
Ppi′(x˜(k)i |x˜(k)1:i−1) =
∫
Ppi′(dvk+1|x˜(k)1:i−1)
i−1∏
j=k+1
K
V |X
pi′,j,i−1(vj ,dvj+1)pi
′(dvi+1)K(vi, vi+1, xi)
and
Ppi′(xi|x1:i−1) =
∫
Ppi′(dvk+1|x1:i−1)
i−1∏
j=k+1
K
V |X
pi′,j,i−1(vj ,dvj+1)pi
′(dvi+1)K(vi, vi+1, xi) .
Therefore, |Ppi′(x˜(k)i |x˜(k)1:i−1)− Ppi′(xi|x1:i−1)| 6 (1− ν)i−k−1 and
| logPpi′(x˜(k)i |x˜(k)1:i−1)− logPpi′(xi|x1:i−1)| 6 ν−1(1− ν)i−k−1 (31)
which yields, for any pi′ ∈ Π˜,∣∣∣Znpi,pi′(x1:n)− Znpi,pi′(x˜(k)1:n)∣∣∣ 6 n−1
(
ν−1 +
n∑
i=k+1
ν−1(1− ν)i−k−1
)
6 2
nν2
.
By Corollary 12 applied with γ1 = . . . = γn = 2/(nν
2), for all pi, pi′ ∈ Π˜ and all t > 0,
Ppi
(∣∣Znpi,pi′(X1:n)∣∣ > 2√5tν3√n
)
6 2e−t2 . (32)
By Lemma 8,
|Zpi,pi1(x1:n)− Zpi,pi2(x1:n)| 6 4ν−3
(
2 + ν−1
) ‖pi1 − pi2‖tv . (33)
Let R(ε) denote an ε-net of Π˜. By (33),
Gnpi(X1:n) 6 max
pi′∈R(ε)
|Zpi,pi′(x1:n)|+ 4ν−3
(
2 + ν−1
)
ε .
Applying a union bound to (32) yields
Ppi
(
Gnpi(X1:n) >
2
√
5t
ν3
√
n
+ 4ν−3
(
2 + ν−1
)
ε
)
6 2N(Π˜, ‖.‖tv, ε)e−t2 .
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A.3 Proof of Theorem 3
For n > 1,
µ
(
Bcc¯,?(εn)
∣∣X1:n) =
∫
Bcc¯,?(εn)
exp {`n(pi,X1:n)− `n(pi?, X1:n)}µ(dpi)∫
Π
exp {`n(pi,X1:n)− `n(pi?, X1:n)}µ(dpi) =
Nn
Dn
.
Following [28, Section 3.3], consider, for all u > 0 and all function g : R?+ → R?+, the decomposition
Ppi?
(
µ
(
Bcc¯,?(εn)
∣∣X1:n) > αn) 6 Epi? [Φτn,c(u)n (X1:n, pi?)]+ Ppi? (Dn < g(u))
+ Ppi?
({
Φτn,c(u)n (X1:n, pi?) = 0
}
∩ {Dn ≥ g(u)} ∩
{
Nn
Dn
> αn
})
,
where for all n > 1 and all t > 0,
Φtn(X1:n, pi?) = 1{∃pi∈Πn : `n(pi,X1:n)/n−`n(pi?,X1:n)/n+Lpi? (pi?)−Lpi? (pi)>t} (34)
and for all u > 0, c > 0 and n > 1
τn,c(u) = c
(
n−1/2u+ εn
)
.
By Markov inequality, for all u > 0,
Ppi?
({
Φτn,c(u)n (X1:n, pi?) = 0
}
∩ {Dn ≥ g(u)} ∩
{
Nn
Dn
> αn
})
6 Ppi?
({
Φτn,c(u)n (X1:n, pi?) = 0
}
∩ {Nn > αng(u)}
)
,
6 Ppi?
({∫
Bcc¯,?(εn)
(
1− Φτn,c(u)n (X1:n, pi?)
) exp {`n(pi,X1:n)}
exp {`n(pi?, X1:n)}µ(dpi) > αng(u)
})
,
6 1
αng(u)
Epi?
[∫
Bcc¯,?(εn)
(
1− Φτn,c(u)n (X1:n, pi?)
) exp {`n(pi,X1:n)}
exp {`n(pi?, X1:n)}µ(dpi)
]
,
6 1
αng(u)
∫
Bcc¯,?(εn)
Enpi
[
1− Φτn,c(u)n (X1:n, pi?)
]
µ(dpi) .
Therefore,
Ppi?
(
µ
(
Bcc¯,?(εn)
∣∣X1:n) > αn) 6 Epi? [Φτn,c(u)n (X1:n, pi?)]+ Ppi? (Dn < g(u))
+
1
αng(u)
∫
Bcc¯,?(εn)∩Πn
Epi
[
1− Φτn,c(u)n (X1:n, pi?)
]
µ(dpi) +
µ (Πcn)
αng(u)
.
Then,
Epi?
[
Φτn,c(u)n (X1:n, pi?)
]
= Ppi? (∃pi ∈ Πn : (`n(pi,X1:n)− `n(pi?, X1:n))/n− (Lpi?(pi)− Lpi?(pi?)) > τn,c(u)) ,
6 Ppi?
(∃pi ∈ Πn : ∣∣∆npi?,pi(X1:n)−∆npi?,pi?(X1:n)∣∣ > τn,c(u)) ,
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where ∆npi?,pi(X1:n) and ∆
n
pi?,pi?(X1:n) are defined by (8). Then, by Proposition 2 with Π˜ = Πn∪{pi?},
choosing c = (1 +
√
2)cν and u = un = (c¯/(2c)− 1)
√
nε˜n, for any sufficiently large n,
Epi?
[
Φτn,c(un)n (X1:n, pi?)
]
6 e−u2n .
This yields
Ppi?
(
µ
(
Bcc¯,?(εn)
∣∣X1:n) > αn) 6 e−u2n + Ppi? (Dn < g(un))
+
1
αng(un)
∫
Bcc¯,?(εn)∩Πn
Epi
[
1− Φτn,c(un)n (X1:n, pi?)
]
µ(dpi) +
µ (Πcn)
αng(un)
.
Then, using that for all pi ∈ Πn, Lpi(pi)−Lpi(pi?) > 0, and for all pi ∈ Bcc¯,?(εn), Lpi?(pi?)−Lpi?(pi) > c¯εn,
Epi
[
1− Φτn,c(un)n (X1:n, pi?)
]
= Ppi (∀pi′ ∈ Πn : `n(pi′, X1:n)/n− `n(pi?, X1:n)/n− (Lpi?(pi′)− Lpi?(pi?)) 6 τn,c(un)) ,
6 Ppi (`n(pi,X1:n)/n− `n(pi?, X1:n)/n 6 τn,c(un)− c¯εn) ,
6 Ppi ((`n(pi,X1:n)− `n(pi?, X1:n))/n− (Lpi(pi)− Lpi(pi?)) 6 τn,c(un)− c¯εn) .
Since τn,c(un) ≤ c¯εn/2,
Epi
[
1− Φτn,c(un)n (X1:n, pi?)
]
6 Ppi
(∣∣∆npi,pi(X1:n)−∆npi,pi?(X1:n)∣∣ > c¯εn/2) ,
6 Ppi
(∣∣∆npi,pi(X1:n)−∆npi,pi?(X1:n)∣∣ > τn,c(un)) ,
6 e−u2n ,
where the last inequality follows from Proposition 2. Then,
Ppi?
(
µ
(
Bcc¯,?(εn)
∣∣X1:n) > αn) 6 e−u2n + Ppi? (Dn < g(un)) + e−u2nαng(un) + µ (Π
c
n)
αng(un)
.
Let c3 > cν where cν is given in Proposition 1. Since
Dn >
∫
S?(ε˜n)
exp {`n(pi,X1:n)− `n(pi?, X1:n)}1{`n(pi,X1:n)−`n(pi?,X1:n)>−c3nε˜2n}µ(dpi) ,
then
Ppi? (Dn < g(un))
6 Ppi?
(
µ
(
S?(ε˜n) ∩
{
pi : `n(pi,X1:n)− `n(pi?, X1:n) > −c3nε˜2n
})
< g(un)e
c3nε˜
2
n
)
,
6 Ppi?
(
µ
(
S?(ε˜n) ∩
{
pi : `n(pi,X1:n)− `n(pi?, X1:n) > −c3nε˜2n
}c)
> µ (S?(ε˜n))− g(un)ec3nε˜2n
)
.
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By Markov inequality,
Ppi? (Dn < g(un)) 6
Epi?
[
µ
(
S?(ε˜n) ∩
{
pi : `n(pi,X1:n)− `n(pi?, X1:n) > −c3nε˜2n
}c)]
µ (S?(ε˜n))− g(un)ec3nε˜2n
,
6
∫
S?(ε˜n)
Ppi?
(
`n(pi,X1:n)− `n(pi?, X1:n) < −c3nε˜2n
)
µ(dpi)
µ (S?(ε˜n))− g(un)ec3nε˜2n
,
6 µ (S?(ε˜n))
µ (S?(ε˜n))− g(un)ec3nε˜2n
cν log
2(ε˜n)
(c3 − cν)2nε˜2n
,
where the last inequality follows from Proposition 1 and [15, Lemma 10]. Choosing g : u 7→ e−τu2/2
with τ = (c3 + c1)/(c¯/(2c)− 1)2 yields g(un)ec3nε˜2n = e−c1nε˜2n/2 and by H2-(c0, c1, c2),
Ppi? (Dn < g(un)) 6
2cν log
2(ε˜n)
(c3 − cν)2nε˜2n
.
Then, with c3 = cν + (c2 − cν − c1 − cα) /2 > cν ,
µ (Πcn)
αng(un)
6 2
αn
e[(c3+c1−c2)]nε˜
2
n = o(1) ,
which concludes the proof.
B Forgetting properties of the loglikelihood
Lemma 6. Assume that H1 holds. For any i > 1, conditionally on X1:i, (Vk)k>1 is a Markov
chain. Its transition kernels (K
V |X
pi,k,i)k>1 are such that, for all 1 6 k 6 i, there exists a measure µk,i
satisfying for all measurable set A:
K
V |X
pi,k,i(Vk, A) = Ppi (Vk+1 ∈ A|V1:k, X1:i) = Ppi (Vk+1 ∈ A|Vk, Xk:i) > νµk,i(A) ,
where µi,i = pi and for 1 6 k < i,
µk,i(A) =
∫
1A(vk+1)pi(dvk+1)Ppi(Xk+1:i|vk+1)∫
pi(dvk+1)Ppi(Xk+1:i|vk+1) .
On the other hand, for all k > i+ 1 and all measurable set A,
K
V |X
pi,k,i(Vk, A) = Ppi (Vk+1 ∈ A|V1:k, X1:i) = pi(A) .
Proof. The proof is a classical result for strong mixing latent data models, it follows closely [11].
See also [7] for a proof in the framework described by Figure 2.
Lemma 7. Assume that H1 holds. For all distribution pi and all i > 1, ` > 0,
|logPpi (xi|x1:i−1)− logPpi (xi|x−`:i−1)| 6 ν−1(1− ν)i−1 .
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There exists a function `pi such that, for all distribution pi
′, Ppi′-a.s. and in L1(Ppi′),
1
n
`n(pi,X1:n) −→
n→∞ Lpi
′(pi) = Epi′ [`pi(X)]
and ∣∣∣∣Epi′ [ 1n`n(pi,X1:n)
]
− Lpi′(pi)
∣∣∣∣ 6 1nν2 .
Proof. Let x ∈ X Z. For all i > 2 and all ` > 0,
Ppi (xi|x1:i−1) =
∫
Ppi (dv1|x1:i−1)
(
i−1∏
k=1
K
V |X
pi,k,i−1(vk,dvk+1)
)
pi(dvi+1)K(xi, vi, vi+1) ,
Ppi (xi|x−`:i−1) =
∫
Ppi (dv1|x−`:i−1)
(
i−1∏
k=1
K
V |X
pi,k,i−1(vk,dvk+1)
)
pi(dvi+1)K(xi, vi, vi+1) ,
as V2:i+1 is independent of X−`:0 conditionally on V1. Therefore, by Lemma 6,
|Ppi (xi|x1:i−1)− Ppi (xi|x−`:i−1)| 6 (1− ν)i−1
and, since Ppi (xi|x1:i−1) ∧ Ppi (xi|x−`:i−1) > ν,
|logPpi (xi|x1:i−1)− logPpi (xi|x−`:i−1)| 6 ν−1(1− ν)i−1 .
Similarly, for i = 1,
|logPpi (x1)− logPpi (x1|x−`:0)| 6 ν−1 .
Let (Xi, Vi+1)i∈Z be a process with distribution Ppi′ . For all i ∈ Z,
|logPpi (Xi|X1:i−1)− logPpi (Xi|X−`:i−1)| 6 ν−1(1− ν)i−1 .
Define the shift operator ϑ on X Z by (ϑx)i = xi+1 for all i ∈ Z and all x ∈ X Z. There exists
a function `pi such that for all i ∈ Z the sequence (logPpi(Xi|X−`:i−1))`>0 converges Ppi′ -a.s. to
`pi
(
ϑiX
)
. Then, when ` grows to ∞, this yields∣∣logPpi (Xi|X1:i−1)− `pi (ϑiX)∣∣ 6 ν−1(1− ν)i−1 .
Then, ∣∣∣∣∣ 1n`n(pi,X1:n)− 1n
n∑
i=1
`pi
(
ϑiX
)∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
{logPpi (Xi|X1:i−1)− `pi
(
ϑiX
)}∣∣∣∣∣ 6 1nν2
and the proof of the second claim is completed with the ergodic theorem [1, Theorem 24.1]. Re-
marking that for all i > 1, Epi′
[
`pi
(
ϑiX
)]
= Lpi′(pi), the loglikelihood of X1:n also satisfies∣∣∣∣Epi′ [ 1n`n(pi,X1:n)
]
− Lpi′(pi)
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣Epi′
[
1
n
n∑
i=1
{
logPpi (xi|x1:i−1)− `pi
(
ϑiX
)}]∣∣∣∣∣ 6 1nν2 .
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Lemma 8. Assume that H1 holds. For all x1:n ∈ Xn, all distributions pi, pi′ ∈ Π and any 1 6 i 6 n,
|Ppi(xi|x1:i−1)− Ppi′(xi|x1:i−1)| 6 2ν−2(2 + ν−1)‖pi − pi′‖tv .
Proof. When i = 1,
Ppi(x1)− Ppi′(x1) =
∫
{pi ⊗ pi(dv1:2)− pi′⊗pi′(dv1:2)}K(x1, v1, v2) .
Thus |Ppi(x1)− Ppi′(x1)| ≤ 2‖pi − pi′‖tv. For all 2 6 i 6 n,
Ppi(xi|x1:i−1)− Ppi′(xi|x1:i−1) =
i+1∑
`=1
{P`(xi|x1:i−1)− P`+1(xi|x1:i−1)} ,
where P` is the joint distribution of (X1:i, V1:i+1) when (V1, . . . , V`−1) are i.i.d. with distribution pi′
and (V`, . . . , Vi+1) are i.i.d. with distribution pi. Then, for all 1 6 ` 6 i− 1,
P` (xi|x1:i−1) =
∫
P` (dv`+1|x1:i−1)
(
i∏
k=`+1
K
V |X
pi,k,i−1(vk,dvk+1)
)
K(xi, vi, vi+1) ,
=
∫
P` (dv`+1|x1:i−1)
(
i−1∏
k=`+1
K
V |X
pi,k,i−1(vk,dvk+1)
)
pi(dvi+1)K(xi, vi, vi+1) .
Therefore, for all 1 6 ` 6 i− 1, by Lemma 6,
|P` (xi|xi+1:n)− P`+1 (xi|xi+1:n)| ≤ (1− ν)i−`−1 ‖P` (·|x1:i−1)− P`+1 (·|x1:i−1)‖tv ,
where P` (·|x1:i−1) is the distribution of V`+1 conditionally on {X1:i−1 = x1:i−1} when (V1, . . . , V`−1)
are i.i.d. with distribution pi′ and (V`, . . . , Vi+1) are i.i.d. with distribution pi. We first show that
‖P` (·|x1:i−1)− P`+1 (·|x1:i−1)‖tv ≤ 2ν−2‖pi − pi′‖tv .
Write, for all 1 6 ` 6 i− 1,
L
x1:i−1
` (dv1:i) =
`−1∏
m=1
pi′(dvm)
i∏
m=`
pi(dvm)
i−1∏
m=1
K(xm, vm, vm+1) . (35)
Then, for any function f on V,∫
f(v`+1)P` (dv`+1|x1:i−1) =
∫
f(v`+1)L
x1:i−1
` (dv1:i)∫
L
x1:i−1
` (dv1:i)
.
Therefore,∫
f(v`+1) {P` (dv`+1|x1:i−1)− P`+1 (dv`+1|x1:i−1)}
=
∫
f(v`+1)
(
L
x1:i−1
` (dv1:i)∫
L
x1:i−1
` (dv1:i)
− L
x1:i−1
`+1 (dv1:i)∫
L
x1:i−1
`+1 (dv1:i)
)
,
=
∫
f(v`+1)
L
x1:i−1
` (dv1:i)− Lx1:q−1`+1 (dv1:i)∫
L
x1:i−1
` (dv1:i)
+
∫
f(v`+1)
L
x1:i−1
`+1 (dv1:i)∫
L
x1:i−1
`+1 (dv1:i)
∫ [
L
x1:i−1
`+1 (dv1:i)− Lx1:i−1` (dv1:i)
]∫
L
x1:i−1
` (dv1:i)
.
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Thus, for any function f on V such that ‖f‖∞ < 1,∣∣∣∣∫ f(v`+1) {P` (dv`+1|x1:i−1)− P`+1 (dv`+1|x1:i−1)}∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2 |
∫ {Lx1:i−1` (dv1:i)− Lx1:i−1`+1 (dv1:i)}|∫
L
x1:i−1
` (dv1:i)
.
(36)
By (35), 1 6 ` 6 i− 1,∣∣∣∣∫ {Lx1:i−1` (dv1:i)− Lx1:i−1`+1 (dv1:i)}∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ `−1∏
m=1
pi′(dvm) {pi(dv`)− pi′(dv`)}
i∏
m=`+1
pi(dvm)
i−1∏
m=1
K(xm, vm, vm+1)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
As K is upper bounded by 1,∣∣∣∣∫ {Lx1:i−1` (dv1:i)− Lx1:i−1`+1 (dv1:i)}∣∣∣∣ ≤
(∫ `−1∏
m=1
pi′(dvm)
`−2∏
m=1
K(xm, vm, vm+1)
)
× ‖pi − pi′‖tv
(∫ i∏
m=`+1
pi(dvm)
i−1∏
m=`+1
K(xm, vm, vm+1)
)
.
Similarly, since K is respectively lower bounded by ν,
∫
L
x1:i−1
` (dv1:i) ≥
(∫ `−1∏
m=1
pi′(dvm)
`−2∏
m=1
K(xm, vm, vm+1)
)
× ν2
(∫ i∏
m=`+1
pi(dvm)
i−1∏
m=`+1
K(xm, vm, vm+1)
)
.
Plugging these bounds in (36) yields, for 1 6 ` 6 i− 1,∣∣∣∣∫ f(v`+1) {P` (dv`+1|x1:i−1)− P`+1 (dv`+1|x1:i−1)}∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2ν−2 ‖pi − pi′‖tv .
Then, by bounding similarly the two last terms of the telescoping sum,
Ppi(xi|x1:i−1)− Ppi′(xi|x1:i−1) = 2ν−2‖pi − pi′‖tv
{
i−1∑
`=1
(1− ν)i−`−1 + 2
}
≤ 2(2 + ν−1)ν−2‖pi − pi′‖tv .
C Forgetting properties of the predictive filter
For all k > 1, ηpik is the predictive filter at time k when the law of the hidden states is pi: ηpi1 = pi
and for k ≥ 2,
ηpik : A 7→ Ppi (Vk ∈ A|X1:k−1) .
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By applying (25) recursively, for all p > 1, define the function Φp by:
ηpip+1 = Φ(Xp, η
pi
p ;pi) = Φ(Xp,Φ(Xp−1, η
pi
p−1;pi);pi) = . . . = Φp(X1:p, η
pi
1 ;pi) ,
with the convention Φ1 = Φ. Lemma 9 establishes the exponential forgetting of the prediction
filter. Its proof follows closely [9, Proposition 1] in the case of general hidden Markov models.
Lemma 9. Assume that H1 holds. For all p > 1, all x1:p ∈ X p and all probability distributions
η, η′, pi on V,
‖Φp(x1:p, η;pi)− Φp(x1:p, η′;pi)‖tv 6 (1− ν)p .
Proof. By definition, Φp(x1:p, η;pi) is the predictive distribution of Vp+1 given {X1:p = x1:p} when
V1 ∼ η and Vk ∼ pi for 2 ≤ k ≤ p+ 1. By Lemma 6,∫
Φp(x1:p, η;pi)(dvp+1)h(vp+1) =
∫
φη,pi,p(dv1)
p∏
k=1
K
V |X
pi,k,p(vk,dvk+1)h(vp+1) ,
where φη,pi,p is the conditional distribution of V1 given {X1:p = x1:p} when V1 ∼ η and Vk ∼ pi for
2 ≤ k ≤ p+ 1. Therefore, by Lemma 6,
‖Φp(x1:p, η;pi)− Φp(x1:p, η′;pi)‖tv 6 (1− ν)p‖φη,pi,p − φη′,pi,p‖tv ,
which concludes the proof.
Lemma 10. Assume H1 holds. Then, for all r = (v, x, η, η?) ∈ V×X×S+×S+, r′ = (v′, x′, η′, η′?) ∈
V × X × S+ × S+ and all p > 1,
|Qppih(r)−Qppih(r′)| 6 6ν−1(1− ν)p−2 ,
where h and Qpi are defined in (24) and (26).
Proof. For all measurable function h, r = (v, x, η, η?) ∈ X × V × S+ × S+, r′ = (v′, x′, η′, η′?) ∈
X × V × S+ × S+ and all p ≥ 1,
|Qppih(r)−Qppih(r′)| ≤ |Qppih(v, x, η, η?)−Qppih(v, x, η′, η′?)|
+ |Qppih(v, x, η′, η′?)−Qppih(v′, x′, η′, η′?)| . (37)
With the convention v2 = v, for all p > 1,
Qppih(r) =
∑
x2:p+1∈Xp
∫
h(vp+2, xp+1,Φp((x, x2:p), η;pi),Φp((x, x2:p), η?;pi?))
×
p+2∏
k=3
K(xk−1, vk−1, vk)pi⊗p(dv3:p+2) .
By H1, the function h defined in (24) satisfies:
|h(v, x, η, η?)− h(v, x, η′, η′?)| 6 ν−1 (‖η − η′‖tv + ‖η? − η′?‖tv) . (38)
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The exponential forgetting property of the predictive filter given by Lemma 9 yields
‖Φp−1(x2:p,Φ(x, η;pi);pi)− Φp−1(x2:p,Φ(x, η′;pi);pi)‖tv 6 (1− ν)p−1 (39)
and, as Φp((x, x2:p), η;pi) = Φp−1(x2:p,Φ(x, η;pi);pi),
|Qppih(v, x, η, η?)−Qppih(v, x, η′, η′?)| 6
2
ν
(1− ν)p−1 .
For the second term of (37), write for p > 2,
Φp((x, x2:p), η;pi) = Φp−2(x3:p,Φ2((x, x2), η;pi);pi)
and for any φ and φ? in P,
h(vp+2, xp+1,Φp((x, x2:p), η;pi),Φp((x, x2:p), η?;pi?)) =
h(vp+2, xp+1,Φp−2(x3:p,Φ2((x, x2), η;pi);pi),Φp−2(x3:p,Φ2((x, x2), η?;pi?);pi?))
− h(vp+2, xp+1,Φp−2(x3:p, φ;pi),Φp−2(x3:p, φ?;pi?))
+ h(vp+2, xp+1,Φp−2(x3:p, φ;pi),Φp−2(x3:p, φ?;pi?)) .
Then using that
∑
x2:p+1∈Xp
∫
h(vp+2, xp+1,Φp−2(x3:p, φ;pi),Φp−2(x3:p, φ?;pi?))
p+2∏
k=4
K(xk−1, vk−1, vk)K(x2, v, v3)pi⊗p(dv3:p+2)
=
∑
x2:p+1∈Xp
∫
h(vp+2, xp+1,Φp−2(x3:p, φ;pi),Φp−2(x3:p, φ?;pi?))
p+2∏
k=4
K(xk−1, vk−1, vk)K(x2, v′, v3)pi⊗p(dv3:p+2)
and (38) and (39),
|Qppih(v, x, η′, η′?)−Qppih(v′, x′, η′, η′?)|
6 2ν−1(1− ν)p−2
∑
x2:p+1∈Xp
∫
(K(x2, v, v3) +K(x2, v
′, v3))
p+2∏
k=4
K(xk−1, vk−1, vk)pi⊗p(dv3:p+2)
6 4ν−1(1− ν)p−2 .
In the case p = 1,
|Qppih(v, x, η′, η′?)−Qppih(v′, x′, η′, η′?)| 6 4ν−1 .
D Concentration inequality for Markov chains with uniformly
lower bounded transition kernel
Theorem 11 and its proof can be found in [10]. As this book is not published yet, the proof of this
result is reproduced here for the sake of completeness. Let ν > 0 and (X, B(X)) be a measurable
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space. In this section, P denotes a Markov kernel defined on (X, B(X)) bounded from below by
ν > 0 : there exists a probability measure η on (X, B(X)) such that for all A ∈ B(X) and all x ∈ X,
P (x,A) > νη(A) . (40)
For any x ∈ X (resp. any probability distribution pi defined on (X, B(X))), let Px (resp. Ppi) be
the distribution of a Markov chain (Xn)n>0 with Markov kernel P and such that X0 = x (resp.
X0 ∼ pi). The expectation w.r.t. Px (resp. Ppi) is denoted by Ex (resp. Epi). Let γ ∈ Rn+ and B(γ)
be the set of functions f : X→ R such that, for all x, y ∈ Xn, k ∈ {1, . . . , n},
|f(x)− f(y)| 6
n∑
k=1
γk1xk 6=yk .
Following for instance [3, Chapter 4], the Dobrushin coefficient of P can be defined as
∆(P ) = sup(x,x′)∈X2‖P (x, ·)− P (x′, ·)‖tv = suppi 6=pi′
‖piP − pi′P‖tv
‖pi − pi′‖tv ,
where for any distribution pi on (X, B(X)) and all A ∈ B(X), piP (A) = ∫ pi(dx)P (x,A). For all
n > 1, define
Dn =
n∑
`=1
(
γ` + 2
n∑
m=`+1
γm∆
(
Pm−`
))2
. (41)
Theorem 11. For any distribution pi on (X, B(X)), any γ ∈ Rn+, any f ∈ B(γ) and any t > 0,
Ppi (f(X1, . . . , Xn)− Epi [f(X1, . . . , Xn)] > t) 6 e−2t2/Dn ,
where Dn is defined by (41).
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that Epi[f(X1, . . . , Xn)] = 0. For any ` ∈ {1, . . . , n}, define
A` = γ` + 2
n∑
m=`+1
γm∆(P
m−`) .
For all ` > 0, define F` = σ(Xi, 1 6 i 6 `) and G` = Epi[f(X1, . . . , Xn)|F`] with the conventions
F0 = {∅,Ω) and G0 = 0. Hence,
f(X1, . . . , Xn) =
n∑
`=1
(G` −G`−1), G`−1 = E[G`|F`−1] .
The pivotal step of the proof is to establish that for all 1 6 ` 6 n there exist F`−1-measurable
random variables a` and b` such that
a` 6 G` 6 b` and b` − a` 6 A` . (42)
For all 1 6 ` 6 n, ` 6 s 6 n− 1, x1:` ∈ X` and xs+1:n ∈ Xn−s define
K`,s(x1, . . . , x`, xs+1, . . . , xn) = inf
(u`+1,...,us)∈Xs−`
f(x1, . . . , x`, u`+1, . . . , us, xs+1, . . . , xn)
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and
W`,s(x1, . . . , x`, xs+1, . . . , xn) = K`,s(x1, . . . , x`, xs+1, . . . , xn)−K`,s+1(x1, . . . , x`, xs+2, . . . , xn) .
Hence, 0 6W`,s 6 γs+1 and
G` = K`,n(X1, . . . , X`) +
n−1∑
s=`
Epi[W`,s(X1, . . . , X`, Xs+1, . . . , Xn)|F`] .
Let X∗1 , . . . , X
∗
n denote an independent copy of X1, . . . , Xn so that
G` = K`,n(X1, . . . , X`) +
n−1∑
s=`
Epi[W`,s(X1, . . . , X`, X
∗
s+1, . . . , X
∗
n)|F`] .
Defining H` = Epi[f(X0, . . . , X`, X
∗
`+1, . . . , X
∗
n)|F`] yields
|G` −H`| 6
n−1∑
s=`
∣∣Epi[W`,s(X1, . . . , X`, Xs+1, . . . , Xn)|F`]− Epi[W`,s(X1, . . . , X`, X∗s+1, . . . , X∗n)|F`]∣∣ .
Write for all y ∈ X,
h(y) = Epi[W`,s(X1, . . . , X`, y)|F`] and h′(y) = Ey[h(X1, . . . , Xn−s)] .
Then,
|Epi[W`,s(X1, . . . , X`, Xs+1, . . . , Xn)|F`]− Epi[W`,s(X1, . . . , X`, X∗s+1, . . . , X∗n)|F`]|
= |EX` [h(Xs+1−`, . . . , Xn−`)]− EpiP ` [h(Xs+1−`, . . . , Xn−`)]| ,
=
∫
piP `(dy)(P s+1−`h′(X`)− P s+1−`h′(y)) ,
6 ‖h′‖∞∆(P s+1−`) .
As ‖h′‖∞ 6 ‖W`,s‖∞ 6 γs+1, we have
|G` −H`| 6
n∑
s=`+1
γs∆(P
s−`) .
Define, for all 1 6 ` 6 n, the following F`−1-measurable random variables
a′` = inf
x`∈X
E[f(X1, . . . , X`−1, x`, X∗`+1, . . . , X∗n|F`] ,
b′` = supx`∈XE[f(X1, . . . , X`−1, x`, X
∗
`+1, . . . , X
∗
n|F`] .
Since a′` 6 H` 6 b′` and b′` − a′` 6 γ`, it follows that
a` = a
′
` −
n∑
s=`+1
γs∆(P
s−`) and b` = b′` +
n∑
s=`+1
γs∆(P
s−`)
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satisfy (42). By McDiarmid’s inequality, for all λ > 0,
8 log Epi[e
λ(G`−G`−1)|F`−1] 6 λ2A2` .
Then, by Markov’s inequality, for any s > 0,
Ppi (f(X1, . . . , Xn) > t) 6 e−λt+
λ2
8
∑n
`=1 A
2
` = e−λt+
λ2Dn
8 .
Applying this inequality with λ = 4t/Dn concludes the proof.
Corollary 12. For any distribution pi on X, any γ ∈ Rn+, any f ∈ B(γ) and any t > 0,
Ppi (f(X1, . . . , Xn)− Epi[f(X1, . . . , Xn)] > t) 6 e
− ν25 t
2∑n
`=1
γ2
` .
Proof. For all x ∈ X, define Q(x, ·) = (1 − ν)−1(P (x, ·) − νη(·)) where ν and η are given by (40).
For any x ∈ X, Q(x, ·) is a probability distribution and
P (x, ·) = (1− ν)Q(x, ·) + νη(·) .
Therefore, for all (x, x′) ∈ X2,
‖P (x, ·)− P (x′, ·)‖tv = (1− ν)‖Q(x, ·)−Q(x′, ·)‖tv 6 1− ν ,
which yields, for all q > 1, ∆(P q) 6 (∆(P ))q 6 (1− ν)q. By Theorem 11, for any distribution pi on
X, any γ ∈ Rn+, any f ∈ B(γ) and any t > 0,
Ppi (f(X1, . . . , Xn)− Epi[f(X1, . . . , Xn)] > t) 6 e
− 2t2∑n
`=1(γ`+2
∑n
m=`+1
γm(1−ν)m−`)
2
.
Note that by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
n∑
`=1
(
γ` + 2
n∑
m=`+1
γm(1− ν)m−`
)2
6 2
n∑
`=1
γ2` + 8
n∑
`=1
(
n∑
m=`+1
γm(1− ν)m−`
)2
,
6 2
n∑
`=1
γ2` + 8
1− ν
ν
n∑
`=1
(
n∑
m=`+1
γ2m(1− ν)m−`
)
,
6 2
(
1 + 4
(1− ν)2
ν2
) n∑
`=1
γ2` ,
which concludes the proof.
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